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 Organic Wine 

Sativa Sativa Sativa Sativa –––– PT PT PT PT----BIOBIOBIOBIO----03030303    

On the 2013 vintage we have selected a small batch of red grapes. We sought 

in these grapes its essence and literally we have stripped them to reveal it. 

We bring to you this white wine (?) from red grapes (!) so that you can 

discover the red/white dichotomy hidden inside this bottle. 

From the willingness and passion of its creators is born this organic white 

wine that asserts itself in a singular way, Naturally, Alentejo. 

2014201420142014    

White wine from red grapes 

PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal, Alentejo, Sub, Alentejo, Sub, Alentejo, Sub, Alentejo, Sub----Region of BorbaRegion of BorbaRegion of BorbaRegion of Borba    

Monte da Tapada Nova, Estremoz, Alentejo 

Aragonês (70%) and Alfrocheiro (30%)Aragonês (70%) and Alfrocheiro (30%)Aragonês (70%) and Alfrocheiro (30%)Aragonês (70%) and Alfrocheiro (30%)    

4 ha 

SchistSchistSchistSchist    
1000 bottles /166 boxes of 6 bottles 
Complex aroma of aromatic herbsComplex aroma of aromatic herbsComplex aroma of aromatic herbsComplex aroma of aromatic herbs,,,,    where mint, green apple and apricowhere mint, green apple and apricowhere mint, green apple and apricowhere mint, green apple and apricot notes t notes t notes t notes 
become especially visible. become especially visible. become especially visible. become especially visible.     
The mouth shows the character, very fresh with a long and persistent finish.The mouth shows the character, very fresh with a long and persistent finish.The mouth shows the character, very fresh with a long and persistent finish.The mouth shows the character, very fresh with a long and persistent finish.    
A surprising wine in all aspects. A surprising wine in all aspects. A surprising wine in all aspects. A surprising wine in all aspects.     
10 - 12 ºC 

In the vineyard we chose which plots and varieties would be suitable to In the vineyard we chose which plots and varieties would be suitable to In the vineyard we chose which plots and varieties would be suitable to In the vineyard we chose which plots and varieties would be suitable to 

prprprproduce this white of red grapes. oduce this white of red grapes. oduce this white of red grapes. oduce this white of red grapes. We picked a small lot of Aragonês located We picked a small lot of Aragonês located We picked a small lot of Aragonês located We picked a small lot of Aragonês located 

in “Vinha da Eira”, close to the threshing floor.in “Vinha da Eira”, close to the threshing floor.in “Vinha da Eira”, close to the threshing floor.in “Vinha da Eira”, close to the threshing floor. The Al The Al The Al The Alfrocheiro was picked in frocheiro was picked in frocheiro was picked in frocheiro was picked in 

“Vinha Velha”, “Vinha Velha”, “Vinha Velha”, “Vinha Velha”, a plot a plot a plot a plot close to the stream.close to the stream.close to the stream.close to the stream.    

The harvest took place in September, only in the morning. IThe harvest took place in September, only in the morning. IThe harvest took place in September, only in the morning. IThe harvest took place in September, only in the morning. It was manually t was manually t was manually t was manually 

harvested into boxes of harvested into boxes of harvested into boxes of harvested into boxes of 12 Kg.12 Kg.12 Kg.12 Kg.    

The grapes were immediately transported to the cellar, destemmed and 

poured directly to the vertical Hydraulic press. They were not pressed and 

only the must that flowed was fermented in stainless steel vats at the 

temperature of 16ºC.  

 

Joachim Roque andJoachim Roque andJoachim Roque andJoachim Roque and    Pedro Mendes (Vinivista)Pedro Mendes (Vinivista)Pedro Mendes (Vinivista)Pedro Mendes (Vinivista). 

 

Suitable for vegetarians/vegans (no animal origin products used in 

production and fining). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 
ANALYTICALANALYTICALANALYTICALANALYTICAL    
DATADATADATADATA    
 
AAAAlcohollcohollcohollcohol: 13,3% 
PhPhPhPh: 3,26 
Total acidityTotal acidityTotal acidityTotal acidity: 
5,6 

 LOGISTIC INFOLOGISTIC INFOLOGISTIC INFOLOGISTIC INFO    
 
 
EstateEstateEstateEstate    bbbbottled in ottled in ottled in ottled in March March March March 
of 2015of 2015of 2015of 2015    
 
100% natural cork100% natural cork100% natural cork100% natural cork    
 
Bottle:Bottle:Bottle:Bottle: 750 ml.  
 
EAN Uni:EAN Uni:EAN Uni:EAN Uni: 
5600269268088 
 
AVIN:AVIN:AVIN:AVIN: 
0973028227134 

  
 
 
Quantity bottle/box:Quantity bottle/box:Quantity bottle/box:Quantity bottle/box:    
 
 6 x 750 ml  
 
Box dimensions:Box dimensions:Box dimensions:Box dimensions:    
 335 x 245 x 165 mm 
 
Box gross weight (Kg):Box gross weight (Kg):Box gross weight (Kg):Box gross weight (Kg):  
7,730 Kg  
 
EAN SCC EAN SCC EAN SCC EAN SCC boxboxboxbox::::  
15600269268047 
 

  
 
 
Quantity box/ pallet:Quantity box/ pallet:Quantity box/ pallet:Quantity box/ pallet: 
80bx/480bottle or 
 100bx/600 bottle 
 
Pallet weight (Kg):Pallet weight (Kg):Pallet weight (Kg):Pallet weight (Kg):  
630 kg or 780 kg 
 
Pallet dimensions Pallet dimensions Pallet dimensions Pallet dimensions 
(europallet): (europallet): (europallet): (europallet):     
1.20*0.80*1.40 height 
or 
1.20*0.80*1.80 height 

 


